Fast Facts about Shalom Manor’s PSW Incentive
Who is it for? Students currently registered or enrolled in an
accredited PSW program in Ontario; who subscribe to the Mission, Vision
and Values of Shalom Manor and who are interested in starting their
PSW career at Shalom Manor.
What is the “incentive” of the program? Prospective PSW’s will
receive a conditional Letter of Offer for Employment and three
incremental sums of money (for a total of $4,500) based on the following:
a) Successfully passing probation (as per Article 6 in the Collective Agreement) = $1,500
b) After 1,250 hours of successful employment (estimated 8 months full time) = $1,500
c) After 2,340 hours of successful employment (estimated 15 months full time) = $1,500
How do I apply? Application form may be obtained from the Payroll & Human
Resources Administrator. Upon review of the completed application, candidates will be
contacted for an interview.
***Admission into the program is at the discretion of Shalom Manor.***
Shalom Manor information on the other side...

Who is Shalom Manor? Shalom Manor is a Long-Term Care Home located in Grimsby,
ON with 144 long-term care beds. For more information on Shalom Manor, please check out
www.shalommanor.ca.
Shalom Manor Mission Statement: Using Christ as our example, providing a continuum of
excellent wholistic care for our aging Reformed Christian Dutch-Canadian community
through dedicated and knowledgeable staff and volunteers.
Shalom Manor Vision Statement: A Christ-centred journey in a loving community.
Shalom Manor Values: Christian
Knowledgeable

Accountable
Caring

Collaborative
Adaptable

Contact Information: Lauren Gibson, Payroll & Human Resources Administrator, 905945-9631, ext. 1146 or payroll@shalommanor.ca
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